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Abstract 

Aim. Gastric cardiac carcinoma (GCC) is controversial and currently grouped with esophageal 

adenocarcinoma (EAC) as adenocarcinoma of the gastroesophageal junction (GEJ). Recently, 

diagnostic criteria of the GEJ were established and GCC can be separated from EAC. We aimed 

to view published evidence to clarify the GCC entity for better patient management.  
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Methods. We searched key relevant words in Pubmed and Google Scholar over past decades, 

evaluated crucial findings from high-quality papers, and compared the key evidence between 

GCC and EAC.  

Results. GCC arises in cardiac mucosa located between 3 cm below and 2 cm above the GEJ 

line. Compared to EAC, GCC is more like gastric cancer with a higher proportion of female 

patients, younger age, lower propensity for reflux disease, wider histopathologic spectrum, and 

more complex genomic profiles. Although GCC pathogenesis mechanisms remain unknown, the 

two-etiology proposal is appealing: in high-risk regions, the Correa pathway with Helicobacter 

pylori infection, low acid, and intestinal metaplasia-dysplasia-carcinoma may apply, while in 

low-risk regions, the sequential event from reflux toxin-induced mucosal injury, high acid, to 

intestinal metaplasia-dysplasia-carcinoma may occur. In early GCC, a minimal risk of nodal 

metastasis argues for a role of endoscopic therapy, whereas in advanced GCC, gastric cancer 

staging rules and treatment strategy appear to be more appropriate than the esophageal cancer 

staging scheme and therapy for better prognosis stratification and treatment.  

Conclusions. GCC demonstrates clinicopathologic and genomic features more like gastric 

cancer than EAC. GCC patients should be managed in a multidisciplinary approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Controversy exists regarding the classification of cancers around the gastroesophageal junction 

(GEJ) and the impact that this has on patient management and prognostication.  The primary 
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cancer in this region is gastric cardiac carcinoma (GCC).  GCC occurs in the gastric cardia and 

typically has its epicenter located between three centimeters below and two centimeters above 

the GEJ (Figure 1).1,2 Traditionally, GCC was considered a subset of gastric cancers and was 

treated as such. However, GCC was classified from gastric cancer to esophageal cancer within 

the group of “adenocarcinomas of the esophagus and oesophogastric junction NOS”.3,4 This 

change persisted in the eighth edition of AJCC and the fifth edition of the World Health 

Organization Digestive System Tumors.4,5  Due to the grouping of esophageal adenocarcinoma 

(EAC) and GCC into one single entity, the literature on GCC and EAC has become confusing.  

This confusion is further compounded by the technical challenges. In the presence of Barrett’s 

esophagus (BE), the true anatomical GEJ line may separate from the squamocolumnar junction 

and become difficult for correct identification at endoscopy and in pathology. Due to the 

regrouping of GCC and misclassification, the incidence of EAC was incorrectly reported to be 

rising in some places.6 However, since 2007 when the histologic landmarks of the GEJ were 

established,7 tumors of the GEJ region have been more accurately diagnosed and classified. 

Overwhelming evidence from these recent studies indicates that GCC is a separate entity to EAC.  

Although the exact tumorigenesis mechanisms for GCC and EAC remain unknown, robust 

evidence suggests that GCC shares more similarities to gastric cancer than to EAC.  In this brief 

review, we share recent insights into the epidemiology, histopathology, and genetics of GCC and 

hope that this will stimulate further investigations in order to improve the clinical management of 

GCC patients. 

 

Cardiac Mucosa Present in a Region about 3 cm below and 2 cm above Gastroesophageal 

Junction 

GCC arises in gastric cardiac mucosa (Figure 1). Cardiac mucosa is composed of primarily pure 

mucous and mixed mucoxyntic glands in addition to occasional parietal cells and scattered 

endocrine cells, but no chief cells (Figure 2). 8 In the proximal stomach, cardiac mucosa is 

concentrated in the gastric cardia with a mean length of 13 mm (range 2-63 mm)9 and may also 
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present underneath the distal esophageal squamous epithelium as “superficial esophageal 

(cardiac) glands”10-13 with a mean length of 4 mm (range 1-26 mm) in patients without long 

segment BE.9 Superficial esophageal cardiac glands in over 97% of Chinese patients extend 

proximally within 10 mm (mean 4 mm; range 1-13 mm) above the GEJ line in subjects without a 

history of reflux disease and BE.13 It is interesting to know that superficial esophageal cardiac 

glands are widely present in American adults, as revealed by three-dimensional optical 

coherence tomography.14 These superficial esophageal cardiac glands export their contents via 

the cardiac glandular ducts through the esophageal squamous epithelium into the distal 

esophageal lumen to protect squamous epithelium against acid and bile reflux toxins (Figures  

3a,3b). Because of associated chronic inflammation, cardiac glands and their ductal epithelium 

may undergo goblet cell/intestinal metaplasia (Figure 3b). The prevalence of intestinal 

metaplasia of those glands appears to be lower than that in long segment BE.15-17 The length of 

superficial esophageal cardiac glands may increase, as a result of aging, obesity, and 

gastroesophageal reflux disease.18,19   

Overwhelming evidence has demonstrated the congenital nature of gastric cardiac mucosa in 

fetuses, neonates, and adults in various racial/ethnic populations,8 such as Japanese,9 Korean,20 

Dutch,21,22 German,23 American,24-26 and Chinese.13 Investigators with the viewpoint of 

metaplastic cardiac mucosa believe that only pure mucous glands are qualified as cardiac glands, 

whereas mucoxyntic glands mixed with parietal cells in the gastric cardia are not.20,27,28 In fact, 

the concentration of pure mucous glands decreases gradually from the GEJ to the distal stomach 

with a steady presence of oxyntic glands (Figure 2). The component of the mucoxyntic mucosa is 

an inseparable part of the gastric cardia. 

In the cardiac mucosa of the proximal stomach and superficial esophageal cardiac glands, 

pancreatic acinar metaplasia is common and has been reported with a prevalence of 13% in 

Americans,25 17.2% in Europeans,29 and 35% in Chinese.30 Pancreatic acinar metaplasia in the 

cardiac mucosa was considered to be congenital and not associated with reflux disease or Hp-
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related carditis,29 but significantly more commonly observed in cases with GCC for unknown 

mechanisms.30-32  

In GCC patients, chronic gastric carditis is widespread, frequently associated with erosion of the 

distal esophageal epithelium, pancreatic acinar metaplasia, and occasional goblet cell/intestinal 

metaplasia. Because of subtle mucosal alterations and unique anatomic location, early GCC has 

been reported to be missed in up to 42% of upper endoscopic examinations.33 As a result, the 

majority of GCC cases are diagnosed at advanced stages with nodal and distant metastases. 

 

Unique Pathologic Characteristics 

Unlike EAC which shows a simple tubular/papillary adenocarcinoma morphology,34,35 GCC is 

much more complex with a much broader histopathologic spectrum, covering all five subtypes of 

gastric adenocarcinomas (tubular, papillary, mucinous, poorly cohesive, and mixed ) as well as 

uncommon entities (Table 1), such as adenosquamous carcinoma, neuroendocrine carcinoma, 

carcinosarcoma, and choriocarcinoma, etc.34-38 Recently recognized uncommon gastric 

adenocarcinoma subtypes, such as hepatoid adenocarcinoma, Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV)-related 

adenocarcinoma with lymphoid stroma, and pancreatic acinar-like adenocarcinoma, have a 

predisposition for the gastric cardia.32,36,38-41 In a worldwide Pubmed search for gastric 

carcinosarcoma,42 investigators reported a predominance of this exceedingly rare cancer in the 

gastric cardiac region of Chinese patients, compared to that in Japanese and other patient 

populations. The gastric cardia is also one of the most common regions of the stomach for 

primary gastric melanoma to occur.43  

Once diagnosed, early GCC has a natural history of very slow progression. Two separate case 

reports from Japan described seven- and 12-year intervals between the initial diagnosis of early 

GCC and death from other causes in two elderly Japanese male patients who were deemed unfit 

for either endoscopic or surgical intervention.44,45 Similar findings were also reported in Chinese 

patients from the Henan Province in China in two case-series reports with a combined cohort of 

38 GCC patients discovered at mass screening campaigns. These patients were not treated for a 
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variety of reasons. After six- and 14-year follow-up periods, the estimated 5-year survival rates 

in those patients were 61.5% and 76.5%, respectively.46,47 In contrast, advanced GCCs 

demonstrate aggressive behavior with the 5-year overall survival rate of about 14% in the United 

States.48  

At present, the only hope to improve the outcomes of GCC patients is early detection with 

prompt resection of early lesions, defined as invasive carcinoma limited to mucosa and 

submucosa, regardless of the lymph node status. Currently, early GCC has not only been 

diagnosed at the early pT1 stage in an ever-growing number of cases, but also has been 

successfully treated by endoscopic therapy with 5-year overall and disease-free survival rates 

over 90%, similar to those by surgical resection.49 Given lower long-term resection-related 

adverse events, better preservation of function, and shorter hospital stays, compared to 

conventional surgical resection,49 endoscopic therapy has gradually and surely replaced surgical 

intervention for resection of early GCC in selected patients with minimal or no risk of nodal 

metastasis, as seen in endoscopic therapy for early EAC.30,50-54 In a multicenter study with 495 

early GCC radical resection cases, investigators did not find a single case with nodal metastasis 

in 193 intramucosal carcinomas, regardless of tumor size, gross pattern, histology type, 

differentiation, the presence or absence of ulceration, with or without invasion of the distal 

esophagus, unlike early distal gastric non-cardiac carcinoma.54 Although submucosal invasion is 

much more frequently identified in up to 61% of early GCC cases, the prevalence of lymph node 

metastasis remained significantly lower (10.9%, 33/302) in early GCC than in early gastric non-

cardiac carcinomas (27.9%, 368/1318, p < 0.0001). No lymph node metastasis was identified in 

rare carcinomas, such as neuroendocrine carcinoma, carcinoma with lymphoid stroma, and 

adenosquamous carcinoma of the gastric cardia.54 The exceptionally low frequency of lymph 

node metastasis in early GCC may be related to the unique anatomic structure of the gastric 

cardia with markedly thickened muscularis mucosae and submucosa.55 On the other hand, 

micropapillary adenocarcinoma, lymphovascular invasion, tumor budding, tumor size > 3 cm 

and submucosal invasive poorly differentiated GCC were found to be independent risk factors 
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for nodal metastasis.54,56 These findings may have considerable impact on the current clinical 

management of patients with early GCC.  

Distal esophageal extension of GCC is not uncommon (Figures 3c, 3d). In a single-center 

retrospective clinicopathologic study of early gastric carcinomas,57 over 30% of early GCCs 

showed focal invasion of the distal esophagus up to 0.41 cm in length in patients without the 

evidence of long segment BE; in those cases, focal short segment columnar-lined esophagus was 

present in about 50% of cases in which intestinal metaplasia was rare or absent.35,57 On the other 

hand, although BE is the precursor of EAC, the majority of reported EAC cases are diagnosed at 

initial biopsy without prior endoscopic surveillance,58,59 raising the possibility of being “other 

phenotype of EAC”.60 Given the fact that most de novo EAC tumors are located at or 1-2 cm 

above the GEJ in patients without long segment BE, we believe that this “other phenotype of 

EAC” is GCC with distal esophageal extension, which is frequently misclassified as EAC.3 Over 

the past decades, a growing body of evidence supports the categorization of tumors with 

epicenters located 3 cm below and 2 cm above the GEJ as GCC, not EAC.1,2,35,61 First, cardiac 

mucosa with distal esophageal extension is common and known to be associated with aging and 

reflux diseases (Figures 1-3). Second, although distal esophageal cardiac mucosa may undergo 

intestinal metaplasia, the frequency of goblet cell/intestinal metaplasia is much lower than that 

seen in long-segment BE and EAC.17-19 Third, the prevalence of goblet cell/intestinal metaplasia 

in cardiac mucosa adjacent to EAC was reported to be about 50% in American and British 

patients.60,62 The evidence suggests the existence of at least two phenotypes of EAC: i.e., EAC 

with either a high or low prevalence of goblet cells/intestinal metaplasia. The EAC cases with a 

low prevalence of goblet cell/intestinal metaplasia include GCC tumors with esophageal 

extension (Siewert II), whereas those with a high prevalence of goblet cell/intestinal metaplasia 

are pure EAC (Siewert I).63 This proposal is also supported by the recent evidence in 

epidemiology and genomics on GCC.  

 

Epidemiologic Features 
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The epidemiology of GCC is much more complex than that of EAC. Available evidence suggests 

that epidemiologic features of GCC are more like those of gastric non-cardiac cancer than those 

of EAC. According to the World Health Organization statistical data, there were about 260,000 

GCC cases in 2012 worldwide with considerable geographic heterogeneity.64,65 GCC occurs 

heavily in China and central Asian countries with over 52% of GCC cases worldwide in China, 

but rarely in Japan and Korea as well as most European, African, and American countries.65 In 

single center studies, the percentage of GCC resection cases was reported to range from 29% to 

68% of gastric cancers in China,30,66 over 50% in northern Iran,67 more than 40% in Mongolia,68 

30.3% in northern Turkey,69 and 23% in Pakistan.70 In contrast, the prevalence of GCC in gastric 

cancer resections remains low in Japan and Korea, accounting for 2.5% (79/3144) reported at the 

Japanese National Cancer Center Hospital in 200071 and 4.9% at the Samsung Medical Center in 

Korea in 2018.72 This very low rate of GCC in Japan has been constant over the past 70 years, 

despite the dramatic changes toward a Western lifestyle among the Japanese population.73 In the 

United States, GCC accounted for about 24% of gastric cancer over the period from 1978 to 

2005.74 Geographic heterogeneity in GCC appears to be genetic-related because some risk 

factors of GCC may be ancestry-specific.75 Unlike a rising trend in the incidence of EAC, the 

incidence of GCC has remained consistently low in the United States since 199676 or has 

decreased in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands.77,78 Because of the geographic and 

racial/ethnic heterogeneity, GCC demonstrates various characteristics in risk factors, pathology, 

genetics, and outcomes between high- and low-risk regions of the world. 

GCC is a multifactorial gastric disease and the most important environmental risk factor is 

Helicobacter pylori (Hp) infection. In a recent meta-analysis of 34 original research papers on 

GCC, investigators reported a summary relative risk [RR] of 1.08 (95% confidence interval [CI] 

0.83-1.40).  However, the RR is much higher in high-risk regions (RR = 1.98; 95% CI: 1.38-

2.83), compared to low-risk regions (RR = 0.78; 95% CI: 0.63-0.97).79 Specifically, the 

relationship of Hp infection and GCC is positively correlated in Chinese patients, but negatively 

or inversely correlated in American80 and most Northern European patients, as reported by a 
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meta-analysis with 12 case-control studies nested within prospective cohorts.81 In a single center 

study in Chinese GCC patients, the prevalence of Hp infection was 53%.82 In Korean GCC 

patients, a meta-analysis of 11 case-control studies reported a significantly positive correlation 

with Hp infection (RR = 2.95, 95% CI: 2.19-3.98).83 Among various Hp variants, the vacA c1 

genotype was found to be strongly correlated with an increased risk (RR = 14.11) of GCC in 

Iranian patients, and is used as the primary bacterial biomarker for GCC risk in Iranian men 

older than 55 years.84 The same group of Iranian investigators also described an inverse 

association of GCC with the Hp vacA c2 genotype in combination with cag PAI genotypes in 

Iranian patients.85 The virulence of various Hp strains may have different effects among various 

populations, supporting the existence of etiologically distinct subtypes of GCC that occur to a 

higher or lesser extent in diverse populations with different gastric cancer incidences.48,79 

Although there is significant evidence of the relationship between Hp infection and GCC 

tumorigenesis in high-risk regions, Hp infection alone may not be sufficient for GCC 

development,86and other factors may also play important roles. In contrasts, Hp infection confers 

between a 40-60% reduction in EAC development.87 

In recent years, EBV infection has been identified as one of key infectious agents for gastric 

cancer with a prevalence of about 5-16% of all gastric cancers,36,41,88,89especially for GCC.88,89 In 

contrast, EBV infection related EAC has not been described. Immunohistochemical analysis 

reveals that EBV-associated gastric carcinomas contain more tumor infiltrating lymphocytes than 

actual tumor cells, comprising on average of 50% (CD8+) T cells and 20% (CD68+) 

macrophages, and express programmed death-ligand 1 in 70% of EBV-associated gastric 

carcinomas.90,91  

Other infectious agents such as human papillomavirus DNA and P16INK4A
 
expression have been 

identified concurrently in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma and GCC.92 As to bacteria, 

gastric cardiac mucosa of Chinese patients harbors 64 species of resident bacteria responsible for 

chronic gastric carditis, especially Hp, Lactobacillus Spp., Acinetobacter ursingii, and 

Streptococcus agalactiae.93 These gastric cardiac microflorae may play important roles in DNA 
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repair and epigenetic changes and promote cancer progression in chronic carditis, which is 

significantly enhanced by the relative abundance of Hp in that population.93  

Aging is a well-known risk factor commonly seen in most epithelial malignancies such as GCC. 

The incidence of gastric cancer increased by 25% between 2007 and 2017, of which a change in 

the worldwide population age structure contributed 19%.94 In a Chinese patient population, the 

average age of GCC patients at diagnosis is over 60 years,95 which is much younger than that (70 

years) of EAC patients.4 Advanced age was reported to be a significant independent risk factor 

for GCC (RR = 9.83, 95% CI 2.32–41.67).4,96 This age-related disease may be linked to the 

aging associated gene, Sirt-1. In single center studies, GCC tumors with Sirt-1 gene over-

expression were more frequently found to have lymphovascular invasion, lymph node and 

distant organ metastases, and poorer prognosis, compared to those without Sirt-1 gene over-

expression.97  Sirt-1 gene over-expression was also present in advanced GCC in Turkish patients, 

but not present in early GCC, poorly cohesive carcinoma/signet-ring cell carcinoma, female 

patients, and patients younger than 45 years old.98 The underlying detailed molecular 

mechanisms on the role of the Sirt-1 gene mutation in GCC tumorigenesis are unknown. 

Unlike EAC with a dramatic male-female ratio up to 9:1,79 a substantial number of GCC patients 

are post-menopausal women with a male-female ratio of about 3:1.54,65 The mechanistic role of 

estrogen receptors in gastric cancer tumorigenesis has been suggested in a recent genome 

analysis of 521 gastric cancer associated genes, in which estrogen-related receptor gamma in 

gastric cancer was revealed to be inversely correlated with the expression of Wnt signaling-

associated genes in gastric cancer patients and function as a tumor suppressor in gastric cancer.99  

Cigarette smoking has significant adverse effects on GCC development. In a pooled analysis of 

ten population-based case-control studies and two cohort studies in Caucasian patients with GCC 

(n=1450) versus those with EAC (n=1540), the investigators reported strong associations of 

smoking with GCC (RR = 2.18, 95% CI: 1.84 to 2.58) and EAC (RR = 1.96, 95% CI: 1.64 to 

2.34). The effect was also shown to be strongly dose-responsive.100,101 Similar results were also 

found in a Chinese population.96 In contrast, alcohol consumption appears not to be a risk factor 
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for GCC, as discovered by a population-based study in Shanghai, China102 and a population-

based prospective cohort study in Norway.101  

According to two large cohort studies,102,103 dietary factors such as a pro-inflammatory diet, e.g. 

meat, fatty food, sugar and confectionery, had a strong positive correlation with inflammation; 

the inflammatory potential of this diet increased with age; in contrast, consumption of legumes, 

vegetables, fruits, condiments and sauces, fruit juices, coffee, tea, cereal products, and alcoholic 

beverages had anti-inflammatory capacity.103 The effects of the diet on gastric cancer were 

shown to be more conspicuous for GCC than for gastric non-cardiac cancer.102,103  

An increased risk of GCC has been demonstrated in patients with a positive personal or family 

history of either gastric and/or esophageal cancer by single-center case-control studies in Chinese 

patients,87,96 but not in Finnish patients.104 Chinese GCC patients with a positive family history 

of gastric cancer had a higher risk of GCC than those without.87 On the other hand, GCC patients 

may have a high risk for coincidence of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, especially in those 

with a positive family history of both cancers, supporting a shared genetic predisposition 

between esophageal squamous cell carcinoma and GCC.105 Recent genome-wide association 

studies in Chinese patients discovered a novel variant gene, the phospholipase C epsilon gene 

(PLCE1) at 10q23, that is strongly associated with both cancers.106-108 A meta-analysis revealed a 

significant association of the PLCE1 rs2274223 G allele with the risk of GCC (RR = 1.56; 95% 

CI: 1.47-1.64) and esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (RR = 1.33; 95% CI:1.21-1.45) in 

Chinese patients,105 suggesting inherited susceptibility for both cancers in the study population.  

In a case-control study on single nucleotide polymorphisms in early-onset gastric cancer of a 

Chinese Han population, individuals with a familial hereditary cancer background including the 

risk alleles PLCE1 rs2274223 and PTGER4/PRKAA1 rs13361707 were reported to have three 

times greater susceptibility to GCC than those without.109 In contrast, the vast majority of EAC 

cases are sporadically acquired, whereas only 7% of cases were considered to be familial with 

clusters of EAC cases in families with a rare autosomal dominant genetic trait or attenuated 
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familial adenomatous polyposis, mismatch repair deficiency, or rare gene mutations.110 No 

specific genetic predisposition has been illustrated in EAC.  

The relationship between obesity and GCC has been the subject of intense investigation. A 

recent meta-analysis of 24 prospective studies on body mass index and GCC risk exhibited a 

positive association (RR = 1.21 for overweight and RR=1.82 for obesity) with a linear dose-

response pattern.111 In the United States, the National Institute of Health-American Association 

of Retired Persons Study with a sample size of 218,854 participants reported a strong positive 

association for obesity and risk of GCC (RR = 3.67; 95% CI:2.00–6.71).112 However, this 

positive association is not confirmed in a population-based cohort study in Norway113 and 

China.114 The role of obesity in GCC development may be related to an increased incidence of 

gastroesophageal reflux disease in obese patients in Western countries.15,115,116  

In Western countries, gastroesophageal reflux disease is widespread and significantly associated 

with EAC, but only weakly correlated with increased risk of GCC.1,117 In a population-based 

case-control study in Sweden, Lagergren et al reported the absence of reflux disease in up to 71% 

of GCC patients; even in patients with severe reflux disease, the risk of GCC (RR = 4.4) was 

much lower than that of EAC (RR = 43.5).1 Therefore, the authors could not establish a causal 

relationship between reflux disease and GCC.1 However, the risk for EAC and GCC remained 

increased even after anti-reflux surgical therapy, suggesting the existence of other important risk 

factors.118 For the GCC high-risk Chinese population, reflux disease and BE are uncommon and 

were found not to be independent risk factors of GCC in one single center study.96 In the GCC 

low-risk European population, severe chronic atrophic gastritis was reported to have a 10-fold 

increased risk of GCC in Hp-negative patients, following the reflux-atrophy-intestinal 

metaplasia-GCC sequence.119,120 These results suggest an etiology other than Hp infection, such 

as reflux disease, for GCC development in low-risk populations.121 

 

Tumorigenesis Mechanisms and Role of Stem and stem-like cells 
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While the pathogenesis mechanisms of GCC remain obscure, the two-etiology pathway 

hypothesis has been proposed for GCC development in low- and high-risk populations by the 

McColl group (Figure 4).121 Also, stem and stem-like cells in the gastric cardiac/GEJ region may 

play critical roles in GCC tumorigenesis.122  

Obesity-reflux associated pathway. In the GCC low-risk region with a low prevalence of Hp 

infection, patients may have central obesity, high animal fat intake history, frequent duodenal-

gastric reflux with high gastric acid that changes microenvironment in the gastric cardia. In a 

repair/regenerative response, gastric cardiac mucosa may have chronic inflammation with 

destruction of functional glands, leading to atrophy, goblet cell/intestinal and pancreatic 

metaplasia, and to dysplasia/carcinoma in genetically vulnerable subjects.15,120,121,123 

Hp infection associated pathway. In the GCC high-risk region with a high prevalence of Hp 

infection, GCC tumorigenesis may follow the Correa pathway from the Hp infection, chronic 

inflammation, low-volume gastric acid production, goblet cell/intestinal and pancreatic 

metaplasia, to dysplasia and carcinoma.48,123 

Stem and stem-like cells, such as undifferentiated primitive cells, pluripotential stem cells, and 

residual embryonic stem cells,122,124 are present in the gastric cardia and GEJ region. These stem 

cells may differentiate into either squamous or columnar cells in response to the changes of local 

microenvironments. In cardiac glands, primitive stem cells near the crypt base were selectively 

highlighted immunohistochemically by Lgr5, which is an intestinal stem cell marker, suggesting 

the potential capability of intestinal differentiation in these Lgr5-positive cells124. At the 

squamocolumnar junction of the GEJ, transitional basal cells (p63+ KRT5+ KRT7+) have been 

shown to serve as a source of progenitors for the transitional epithelium that can differentiate 

into intestine-like epithelium with metaplastic goblet cells upon ectopic expression of 

CDX2.122,125  These features may help explain a wide histopathologic spectrum of GCC. 

The landmark papers on the genomics of gastric and esophageal carcinomas published by The 

Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) Network in 2014 and 2017 have profoundly changed the field of 

gastric and esophageal cancer genomics.36,37 It is now established that among the four major 
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molecular subtypes of gastric carcinomas (chromosome instability, genomically stable, 

microsatellite unstable, and EBV-associated), the chromosomal instability subtype is most 

common (70-80%) in GCC with the other three sub-types presenting much less in frequency.36 In 

contrast, almost all EAC tumors show molecular profiles of the chromosomal instability subtype, 

suggesting EAC to be a gastric, not esophageal, carcinoma at the genomic level.37 The only 

single “EAC” tumor with molecular features of the genomically stable subtype (signet-ring cell 

carcinoma) described in the study occurred in the GEJ region (i.e., part of GCC).37 However, 

there exist some differences in gastric cancer genomic profiles between Western (TCGA) and 

Eastern (Asian Cancer Research Group) gastric cancer patient populations.126 Unlike the TCGA 

data with a predominance of the chromosomal instability subtype in GCC,36,37 the Eastern results 

demonstrated the percentages of 8.4% for MSS/TP53-, 17.7% for MSS/TP53+, 5.9% for MSI, 

and 10.9% for MSS/EMT molecular subtypes in GCC.126 The marked variation in the prevalence 

of TP53 gene mutation reflects mechanistic heterogeneity in GCC between these two major 

ethnic patient populations and may help explain the differences in clinicopathology of GCC 

between Western and Eastern populations. 

 

Staged as Gastric Cancer for Better Prognostic Stratification. 

Accurate prognostic stratification of GCC patient survival remains an unmet, but urgent need. 

GCC is traditionally classified and staged as gastric cancer and demonstrates better prognosis 

than EAC, especially for stage III GCC patients.35,127,128  In 2009, the 7th edition of the AJCC 

staging manual required classification and staging of GCC as EAC.3 This dramatic change in 

paradigm has invited intense debate on the predictive value of this decision on prognosis of GCC 

patients.129-131 The International Gastric Cancer Association organized a 24-center study with 

25,411 eligible gastric cancer resection cases.132 They reported a clear stratification of T and N 

categories in a new gastric cancer staging system for patient survival and required staging GCC 

as gastric cancer.132 Although the 8th edition of the AJCC staging manual used the same patient 

dataset and adopted this modification for the most part, GCC tumors with esophageal extension 
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are still required to be staged as esophageal carcinoma.5 Recent studies on GCC staging 

compared patient survival stratified with the staging schemes of the 8th edition of this cancer 

staging manual between gastric and esophageal systems.133,134 Investigators reported 

significantly better survival stratification for all four major stages of GCC in the gastric cancer 

staging system, compared to those in the esophageal cancer staging system.133,134 However, 

“neither the esophageal nor the stomach staging system is flawless in predicting survival” in 

patients with advanced GCC tumors.131 The available evidence at present, although not perfect, 

suggests the superiority of the application of the gastric cancer staging rules for GCC staging in 

advanced GCC cases. This will help better triage and manage GCC patients clinically. Further 

investigation on this staging issue will continue.  

 

Strategies for Clinical Management 

Appropriate GCC patient clinical management depends on tumor staging. For early GCC staged 

at pT1a with or without esophageal invasion, the risk of lymph node metastasis is very low130 

and endoscopic therapy is favored as the primary option. The decision on endoscopic versus 

surgical resection for pT1b GCCs requires a clear understanding of the risk of nodal metastasis. 

In general, the criteria for endoscopic resection in early GCC include tumor size < 3 cm, well-

moderate differentiation, uncommon carcinomas such as adenosquamous carcinoma, 

neuroendocrine carcinoma, and EBV-associated carcinoma with lymphoid stroma, and the 

absence of lymphovascular invasion or tumor budding;130,135 otherwise, radical surgical resection 

with lymphadenectomy is preferred (Table 3).  

Once a GCC tumor invades the muscularis propria, radical surgical resection with a thorough 

nodal dissection is required for curative resection. According to a nationwide retrospective study 

of 2807 GCC radical resection cases in Japan, nodal metastasis occurred primarily in the 

abdominal nodes around the gastric cardia.136 The prevalence of mediastinal nodal metastasis 

depends upon the length of esophageal invasion in advanced GCC with a significantly higher 

frequency if the distance from the gastroesophageal junction to the proximal edge of GCC is 
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over 3 cm for the upper and middle mediastinal nodes and over 2 cm for the lower mediastinal 

nodes.137,138 In GCC with esophageal extension less than 2 cm, the probability for the lower 

mediastinal nodal metastasis is too low (< 5%) to make nodal dissection in the lower 

mediastinum necessary.138 In addition, complete nodal clearance around the distal stomach 

showed marginal survival benefits for patients with GCC tumors in size of 4 cm or less.136 An 

abdominal approach, even for GCC tumors with < 3 cm esophageal extension, is a preferred 

surgical resection method because of better outcomes, according to a randomized controlled trial 

in Japan that demonstrated significant benefits of lower complications, lower mortality, and 

better survival, compared to thoracic surgery.139 Because the data from the multicenter 

investigation in Japan showed a very low (< 1%) nodal metastasis rate at nodal stations 4sa, 4sb, 

4d, 5, and 6 in GCC < 4 cm in size, both Japanese and Chinese Gastric Cancer Treatment 

Guidelines recommended proximal gastrectomy with D1 lymphadenectomy at stations 3b, 8a, 9, 

and 11p.138,140 Most recently, a prospective 42-center study was conducted in Japan with a total 

of 481 eligible advanced GCC (Siewert II) cases. The results suggest that total gastrectomy and 

para-aortic nodal dissection were not necessary for GCC with distal esophageal extension < 2.0 

cm; instead, proximal gastrectomy with an abdominal transhiatal approach along with lymph 

node dissection at abdominal nodal stations 1, 2, 3a, 7, 8a, 9, 11p, and 19 is recommended 

because of very low risk of metastasis in lymph nodes of the low mediastinum and abdominal 

hepatic/celiac regions.138,141 It should be noted that total gastrectomy may be associated with less 

clinical reflux, nausea and vomiting, and provide the patient with a better overall quality of life 

than proximal subtotal gastrectomy.142 In cases with nodal metastasis, adjuvant chemotherapy 

may be necessary to improve survival, especially for patients with GCC tumors staged at pT1N2-

3, even < 3.0 cm in size.143 

Summary 

GCC is heterogeneous with much more complex epidemiologic, clinical, pathologic, and 

genomic characteristics than EAC or gastric non-cardiac carcinoma. The current evidence 

suggests GCC to be part of gastric, not esophageal, carcinoma and patients should be managed 
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individually in a multidisciplinary team approach. Further studies are warranted to determine the 

pathogenic mechanisms of GCC.  With further knowledge, it is hoped that improved prevention 

and treatment strategies can be developed. It is the time to re-classify GCC with esophageal 

extension as a gastric, not esophageal, cancer for better patient management. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the gastric cardia that is 3 cm below and 2 cm above the 
gastroesophageal junction (GEJ) at the angle of His. 
 
Figure 2. Gastric cardiac mucosa with mucous and mucoxyntic glands distal to the 
gastroesophageal junction (GEJ). Immediately distal to the GEJ line was pure mucous glands. 
Once parietal cells (black arrows in the left lower panel) are admixed with mucous glands, the 
mucoxyntic mucosa is formed. The square areas lined with solid and dashed lines are enlarged in 
the left and right lower panels to illustrate detailed cytomorphology. Note a small cluster of 
superficial esophageal cardiac mucous glands underneath squamous epithelium on the left of the 
GEJ line (Hematoxylin-eosin stains). 
 
Figure 3. Cardiac mucosa exhibits a continuity of growth from the proximal gastric cardia 
through the gastroesophageal junction into the distal esophagus underneath squamous epithelium 
(A). Note mucous columnar epithelium-lined cardiac gland ducts (arrows in A), one with goblet 
cell/intestinal metaplasia (arrow in B), running upwards through the squamous epithelium. In C, 
a centrally ulcerated tumor was identified at upper endoscopy in the gastric cardia with an 
estimated size of 1.5 cm and about 1.0 cm from the gastroesophageal junction in a 73-year old 
man with a 6-month history of gastroesophageal reflux disease. The biopsy of this tumor was 
diagnosed as tubular adenocarcinoma with distal esophageal extension (D). There is no evidence 
of Barrett’s esophagus (Hematoxylin-eosin stains in A, B, and C). 
 
Figure 4. Two-etiology hypothesis for tumorigenesis mechanisms of gastric cardiac carcinoma. 
In low-risk regions, obesity-reflux disease damages cardiac glands, leading to marked glandular 
atrophy (A). In contrast, in high-risk regions, Hp infection-associated chronic inflammation is 
dominant in the cardia without marked atrophy (B). Both key risk factors may further induce 
intestinal metaplasia, dysplasia (C), and adenocarcinoma (D) (All hematoxylin-eosin stains). 
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Table 1. Comparison of Pathologic Features between Gastric Cardiac Cancer and Esophageal 
Adenocarcinoma 
Pathology Gastric Cardiac 

Cancer 
(%)* 

Esophageal 
Adenocarcinoma 
(%) 

Reference 

Epicenter location 3cm below and 2 cm 
above the GEJ line 

>2 cm above the GEJ 
line 

1, 2 

Prevalence of intestinal 
metaplasia in adjacent mucosa 

Low High 17-19 

Long-segment Barrett 
esophagus 

Absent Present 35 

Adenocarcinoma (%)    

           Tubular/papillary  77 - 87.3 100 28, 35,38,54,82 

           Mucinous 1.4 - 21 0 28,35,54,82 

           Poorly cohesive  2.2 0 35,54,82 

           Mixed 4.2 0 35,54 

Uncommon adenocarcinoma    

          Micropapillary  0.8 - 2.2 0 28,35,38, 54 

          Hepatoid 10 – 20 0 39,40 

          EBV-related  0.8 - 15 0 30,54 

          Pancreatic acinar-like 4.6 - 7 0 30,32, 38 

Rare carcinoma    

           Adenosquamous 0.4 - 16 0 34, 35,38, 54 

           Neuroendocrine 0.8 - 2 0 35, 38, 54 

Carcinosarcoma, melanoma, Rare 0 38, 42, 43 
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choriocarcinoma 
Note: *: The marked variations in the percentage of cases in the gastric cardiac cancer group are 
due to different types (early versus advanced gastric cardiac cancer resections) and sizes of the 
study specimens cited in various reports.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Table 2. Comparison of Epidemiology between Gastric Cardiac Carcinoma and Esophageal 
Adenocarcinoma 

Epidemiology Gastric Cardiac Cancer Esophageal 
Adenocarcinoma 

Reference 

High-risk region China, Central Asian 
Countries 

Most European, 
North America, 
Oceania 

65 

Low-risk region Japan, Korea, European, 
America, Oceania 

China, Japan, Korea, 
Asia, Africa 

65,80 

65,80 

Male:Female Ratio 3:1 Up to 9:1 54, 65, 79 

Average age (year) 60s 70s 4,95,96 

Risk factors    

    H. pylori High-risk Protective 79 

    Epstein-Barre 
Virus 

High-risk Not reported 36, 48, 88, 89. 

    Smoking High-risk High-risk 101, 102 

    Diet Uncertain Meat, animal fat 79, 104. 

Family cancer history Esophageal/gastric cancer 7% 41, 87, 104-110 

    Obesity Low-risk High-risk 111, 112, 115, 116 
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    GERD Low-risk High-risk 1, 110,116, 117, 120,121 

 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Table  3. Options for GCC Tumor Resections 

     Tumor Stage (pT) Endoscopic 
Resection 

Surgical Resection Reference 

pT1a Recommended No 54,139,140 

pT1b    

         Well-moderate differentiation Recommended No 54,139,140 

         Size < 3cm Recommended No 54,142,143 

         Rare carcinomas Recommended No 54 

         Poor differentiation No Recommended 54, 139,140 

         Lymphovascular invasion No Recommended 54,139,140 

         Tumor budding No Recommended 136 

pT2 No Recommended 
With nodal 

139,140 
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dissection at 
stations 1, 2, 3a, 7, 
8a, 9, 11p, and 19, 
if esophageal 
extension < 2 cm. 

pT3 No Recommended 
With nodal 
dissection at 
stations 1, 2, 3a, 7, 
8a, 9, 11p, and 19 
if esophageal 
extension < 2 cm. 

139,140,142 

pT4 No  No 139,140 

      Note: for pT1 early GCC with nodal metastasis, adjuvant chemotherapy after surgical 
resection is recommended.142 
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Graphic Abstract Text 

Gastric cardiac carcinoma arises in cardiac mucosa and shows epidemiologic, pathologic, genomic, and 
prognostic features more like those of gastric carcinoma than those of esophageal carcinoma. This 
cancer is epicentered 2 cm above and 3 cm below the gastroesophageal junction without the evidence 
of long-segment Barrett’s esophagus. Endoscopic therapy is preferred for early gastric cardiac carcinoma 
because of very low risk of nodal metastasis.  
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